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The thermal stability of nanocrystalline diamond films with 10–30 nm grain size deposited by
microwave enhanced chemical vapor deposition on silicon substrate was investigated as a function
of annealing temperature up to 1200 °C. The thermal stability of the surface-upper atomic layers
was studied with near edge x-ray absorption fine structure �NEXAFS� spectroscopy recorded in the
partial electron yield mode. This technique indicated substantial thermally induced graphitization of
the film within a close proximity to the surface. While in the bulk region of the film no
graphitization was observed with either Raman spectroscopy or NEXAFS spectroscopy recorded in
total electron yield mode, even after annealing to 1200 °C. Raman spectroscopy did detect the
complete disappearance of transpolyacetylene �t-PA�-like �1 and �3 modes following annealing at
1000 °C. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy, applied to investigate this relative decrease in hydrogen
atom concentration detected only a �30% decrease in the bulk content of hydrogen atoms. This
enhanced stability of sp3 hybridized atoms within the bulk region with respect to graphitization is
discussed in terms of carbon bond rearrangement due to the thermal decomposition of t-PA-like
fragments. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3359714�

I. INTRODUCTION

While macroscopic graphite is more stable than macro-
scopic diamond, with a very high ��7 eV /atom� activation
energy for phase transition,1 the opposite is true for nano-
meter sized carbon grains.2 Graphitization mechanism of dia-
mond and the preferential energetic stability of nanodiamond
crystallites over graphitic particles of the same size has been
the subject of rigorous research in the past decades.2–11 The
size, surface termination, and intergranular phase and chemi-
cal composition of the diamond crystallites affect the physi-
cal and electronic film properties, including the dielectric
constant,12,13 electron and field emission14,15 and tribological
properties,16 etc. Elevated temperatures were also found to
improve the field emission,17 thermionic emission,18 and sec-
ondary electron emission properties.19 In nearly all electron
emission cases, the surface of the film must be hydrogen
passivated to induce negative electron affinity20 and signifi-
cantly enhance the electron emission yield.

Most experimental and theoretical works2–11 studying
the thermal stability of nanodiamond films have dealt with
detonation nanodiamond,21 while little has been done on
chemically vapor deposited �CVD� films.22–26 Considering
the differences in intergrain composition and adhesion forces
between these films, one may expect different thermal be-
havior especially for elevated temperatures. One of the most
fascinating differences is the presence of hydrogen atoms,

which are trapped in significant proportions within the CVD
films. Hydrogen’s high mobility and bonding may release
accumulated stress in carbon layers,27–29 as well as in other
materials.30 It was shown previously,26,31–40 that polycrystal-
line CVD diamond film deposited in a hydrogen containing
atmosphere �even from an H deficient/Ar rich gas phase with
�1% H2� contains up to a few at. % of hydrogen atoms. The
concentration of hydrogen correlates inversely34,36–40 with
the diamond grain size, reaching �20 at. % for 5 nm dia-
mond crystallites.24 Our vibrational spectroscopy studies
showed that these H atoms are bonded both to sp2 and sp3

hybridized carbon,38,40 with most of the trapped hydrogen
positioned at diamond grain boundaries as well as on the
crystallite surfaces within the film. Therefore the role of hy-
drogen on the thermal stability of diamond nanocrystallite
films must be considered. From a practical experimental
point of view the thermal stability of different diamond films,
especially in the nanocrystalline size regime, seems to be a
very important issue. In nearly all cases diamond film depo-
sition and surface characterization are carried out in different
experimental chambers, causing the majority of films to be
exposed to ambient conditions during sample transfer. In situ

vacuum annealing procedures of at least 500 °C are a very
simple way to remove ambient contamination from diamond
surfaces, thus removing contaminant hydrocarbon and ex-
posing hydrogen directly bonded to the diamond matrix of
interest.41 However in order to remove all the contaminants
from the diamond surface, annealing must be performed at
temperatures of 1000 °C or above.42 This raises questions
about surface reconstruction, hydrogen desorption induced
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defects, and the degree of diamond graphitization of different
diamond films following thermal annealing.

In the present work we study and compare the effect of
thermal annealing, up to 1200 °C, on the bulk and surface of
CVD deposited nanodiamond films. Analysis techniques in-
clude Raman spectroscopy for bulk analysis, while near-edge
x-ray absorption fine structure �NEXAFS� can be utilized to
independently analyze both bulk and surface regions. NEX-
AFS spectroscopy can be recorded by measuring both the
bulk sensitive total electron yield �TEY� as well as the sur-
face sensitive partial electron yield �PEY� from the sample.
When recorded as a function of the photon excitation energy,
exciting from the C�1s� core level, it has been shown to be a
powerful probe of the diamond electronic structure.43–46 Un-
like Raman spectroscopy, NEXAFS has a similar cross sec-
tion for different carbon allotropes and it is sensitive to local
chemical bonding, which enables analysis of nanosized car-
bon materials.47,48

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Nanodiamond films were deposited with a 2.45 GHz mi-
crowave plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition reactor.
The Si substrate temperature was maintained at 800 °C
along with a microwave power of 1200 W and total gas
pressure of 200 Torr. Prior to deposition the silicon substrates
were seeded mechanically in solution with diamond powder.
The gas mixture composition was 1.4% CH4, 1% H2, and
97.6% Ar and final film thickness is �2 �m. Under these
deposition conditions the estimated growth rate is 2.7 �m /h
with diamond grain sizes of 10–30 nm.49,50

The scanning probe microscopy measurements were per-
formed in a JEOL SPM system at 10−6 Torr.51 The samples
were scanned with a conductive tip �heavily B-doped Si,
coated with WC� in contact mode with controlled loading.
The imaging scan was obtained by applying a positive bias
of 8 V, while recording the tip-sample current. A silver con-
tact was made directly to the diamond film, such that the bias
was applied between the tip and the diamond film. Current
images were obtained by plotting the measured current at a
constant bias.

The NEXAFS measurements were conducted at the Aus-
tralian synchrotron using an elliptically polarized undulator
capable of providing photons in the energy range between 90
and 2000 eV.52 The NEXAFS spectra were measured using a
vacuum system consisting of four interconnected chambers:
�i� a load lock with heating facilities, �ii� a preparation cham-
ber, �iii� a central chamber used for sample transfer and stor-
age, and �iv� a chamber dedicated to the NEXAFS measure-
ments and connected to the beam line, equipped with an
hemispherical analyzer, retarding field analyzer, and fluores-
cence yield device. The base pressure of the vacuum cham-
ber where the NEXAFS measurements were conducted was
better than 2�10−10 Torr.

The NEXAFS measurements were carried out in the
280–310 eV photon energy range in the PEY and TEY
modes. The PEY measurements were carried out by record-
ing the intensity of secondary electrons above 200 eV using
a retarding field analyzer as a function of incident photon

energy. The TEY was carried out by measuring the sample
current as a function of photon energy. The TEY and PEY
spectra were normalized to a similar spectra measured for a
sputtered cleaned gold sample to cancel any contributions
originating from carbon impurities present in the beam line
which may contribute to changes in the photon intensity. The
measurements were carried out by increasing the photon en-
ergies in steps of 0.05 eV. The energy scale of all spectra was
fixed to the bulk second band-gap of diamond at 302.4 eV.

SIMS analysis was carried out in dynamic mode in a
Cameca IMS4f ion microscope. The samples were irradiated
by 14.5 keV Cs+ ion beam. The sampling area was about
64 �m2. The basic chamber pressure was 8�10−10 Torr,
while the ion current was about 1�10−8 A.

The Raman measurements were carried out using a Ren-
ishaw Raman microscope system and an incident light
source of 514.5 nm. An incident laser power of 3 mW and
�100 objective were used in these measurements.

The thermal annealing system consisted of a large bell-
jar type, diffusion pumped, vacuum chamber containing a
graphite crucible sample holder directly heated by a tungsten
filament. The temperature was recorded with both a thermo-
couple in contact with the graphite crucible and an optical
pyrometer. Sample annealing up to 1200 °C was performed
at pressure of 5�10−6 Torr �during heating� for 30 min. The
annealing experiments for each temperature were carried out
on different diamond film pieces from the same wafer.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the present discussion we contrast the surface and
bulk stability of nanocrystalline diamond films and compare
them with submicron and single crystal diamond. In Sec.
III A the bulk thermal stability is studied with Raman and
NEXAFS spectroscopies �the latter recorded in bulk sensi-
tive mode�, while the SIMS technique is applied to study the
relative decrease in hydrogen atom concentration following
1000 °C annealing. In Sec. III B, the nanodiamond surface
stability is studied with NEXAFS spectroscopy using PEY
�surface sensitive mode�. In Sec. III C we suggest a possible
explanation for the enhanced stability of CVD nanodiamond
bulk versus its surface region.

A. Nanodiamond bulk thermal stability study

First, we refer to the NEXAFS TEY results recorded in
bulk sensitive mode �see Sec. II�, shown in Fig. 1. We esti-
mate that NEXAFS measured in the TEY mode is sensitive
down to the 50–100 Å near surface region. Figure 1�a� shows
the spectra of the nanodiamond film as-deposited and after
annealing at 800 and 1000 °C. A single crystal �type IIA�

sample which underwent 1000 °C treatment and an as-
deposited polycrystalline diamond film with submicron grain
size are included for comparison.

The well defined single crystalline diamond spectrum
�upper line� is dominated by a sharp exciton peak at 289.3
eV and a broad dip fixed at 302.4 eV, which is associated
with the second absolute band gap of diamond. A zoom of
the pre-edge region is shown in Fig. 1�b�. The peak at
�285 eV, which is due to the C�1s�→�� resonance, can be
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used as a fingerprint of sp2-coordinated carbon atoms. Analy-
sis and comparison of the graphitic and diamond associated
peaks may provide information on the extent of graphitiza-
tion in each material. Since NEXAFS spectroscopy is
equally sensitive to both sp3 and sp2 phases of carbon,47,48 a
semiquantitative estimation of the carbon phase composition
can be usefully derived from these spectra.

In order to compare the extent of graphitization, peak
fitting was performed on the samples that underwent
1000 °C annealing. According to peak fitting analysis the
area ratio of the graphitic peak positioned near 284 eV to the
area of the diamond second absolute band gap dip53 posi-
tioned near 302 eV is I284 / I302=3.5% for single crystal type
IIA diamond sample, while for nanodiamond the same ratio
is I284 / I302=5.3% �Fig. 1�. These relative graphitization val-
ues are much smaller than that derived from NEXAFS analy-
sis of the spectra recorded in surface sensitive mode �see
below�. In addition, comparing the spectra of as-deposited,
800 and 1000 °C annealed nanodiamond, no drastic change
in the line shape or area is observed. It is assumed that in the
case of single crystal diamond sample the only possible
graphitization channel is the reconstruction of the film sur-
face �i.e., film/vacuum region�. Therefore, the observed 3.5%
graphitization of this sample is due to the contribution of the
sp2 hybridized surface atoms to the TEY NEXAFS spectrum.
Consequently we can conclude that the observed graphitiza-
tion signal of these nanodiamond films comes from the sur-
face area, while the film’s bulk remains nearly unaffected by
high temperature annealing. Additional confirmation of this
hypothesis may come from the Raman analysis discussed
below.

In Fig. 2 the Raman spectra of these nanodiamond films
are displayed as a function of annealing temperature up to
1200 °C. The spectrum from the as-deposited film is domi-

nated by well known “nanodiamond” features,22,23 such as
the well known D and G peaks at �1350 and �1560 cm−1,
respectively, and the transpolyacetylene �t-PA� associated vi-
brations at 1140 and 1480 cm−1, while the diamond’s optical
phonon line at 1332 cm−1 is strongly overlapped by the gra-
phitic D peak.22,23 The predominant sp2 carbon character of
the spectrum is due to the higher cross section of the scat-
tered light �at the current wavelength� to sp2 hybridized car-
bon, which decreases the sensitivity of the Raman technique
to diamond sp3 carbon.22 Therefore, the Raman spectrum re-
flects mainly the grain surface and boundary composition,
while the presence of diamond phase is associated with the
small peak at 1332 cm−1.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the Raman spectra of the
nanodiamond film annealed at 800 and 900 °C are similar to
that measured for the as-deposited film. However, following
annealing at 1000 °C the intensity of t-PA associated fea-
tures decreases, suggesting thermally enhanced hydrogen �or
hydrocarbon� desorption and consequent breaking of t-PA-
like bonds. Further annealing at 1100 and 1200 °C results in
complete disappearance of t-PA associated peaks, probably
indicating bond reconstruction in the film bulk.

FIG. 1. �a� NEXAFS spectra recorded in the 280–310 eV photon energy
range in the TEY mode of single crystal type IIA, microcrystalline CVD
diamond film and nanodiamond film following thermal annealing. �b� Zoom
of C�1s� core level pre-edge excitation region in the 280–290 eV range. The
spectrum of HOPG sample is shown for comparison.

FIG. 2. Raman spectra of nanodiamond diamond films. �a� As-deposited on
silicon and following 5�10−6 Torr vacuum annealing for 30 min at 800,
900, 1000, 1100, and 1200 °C, as indicated on the plot. Note that t-PA
associated peak at 1140 and 1480 cm−1 are stable up to 800 °C anneal,
decrease in intensity upon 1000 °C anneal, and completely disappear from
spectrum under anneal at 1100 °C.
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A few things may be mentioned regarding this Raman
analysis. First, the stability of the diamond phase up to
1200 °C annealing is indicated by the presence of the dia-
mond optical phonon peak at 1332 cm−1. Second, breaking
of CuH bonds positioned in grain boundary regions start
only at 1000 °C, indicating high thermal stability of hydro-
gen atoms in the nearest proximity to diamond grains. For
comparison, the thermal stability of CuH bonds detected in
amorphous carbon does not exceed 600–700 °C.54–58 Fi-
nally and most interesting, it may be observed that breaking
CuH bonds of t-PA-like fragments does not change drasti-
cally the shape of the Raman spectrum. The unchanging gra-
phitic G peak suggests either a gentle rearrangement of car-
bon sp2 bonds in the grain boundary or desorption of entire
hydrocarbon species, rather than an increase in graphitic
bond production following CuH bond breaking. An estima-
tion of the hydrogen concentration decrease in the films upon
annealing to 1000 °C can be derived from SIMS measure-
ments as shown in Fig. 3. It may be concluded that, follow-
ing annealing at 1000 °C, the concentration of hydrogen at-
oms decreases by �30% as compared to the as-deposited
film. When compared with the complete removal of the t-PA
Raman peak, it must be concluded that either the t-PA
bonded hydrogen does not account for the entire hydrogen
population within the film, or the t-PA-like bonds partially
restructure upon annealing, hence maintaining some hydro-
gen content in the films above 1000 °C. Obviously higher
temperature annealing increases hydrogen loss from the
film’s bulk. However neither NEXAFS nor Raman analysis
provide clear evidence of graphitization of film bulk region.
We leave these puzzling results for discussion in Sec. III C.

B. Nanodiamond surface thermal stability study

Surface stability of the nanodiamond films was studied
by NEXAFS spectroscopy, recorded in PEY. In addition, we
refer to our recent studies of nano- and submicron diamond
surface stability investigated by high resolution electron en-
ergy loss spectroscopy �HR-EELS�,42 which is ultimately
sensitive to the few upper atomic layers.59

In Fig. 4 NEXAFS spectra of the same films as in Fig. 1
are shown now recorded in the surface sensitive mode. These

spectra are dominated by the same diamond features as be-
fore, while the bulk diamond signatures are less pronounced,
for example, the contrast of the second absolute diamond
band gap at �302 eV is smaller compared to the surface
originated mode at �284 eV. Comparison of the ratio of
these two peak areas reveals I284 / I302=31.6% and I284 / I302

=46.6% for single crystal and nanodiamond samples, respec-
tively �Fig. 4�. These values are nearly one order of magni-
tude greater than those derived from bulk sensitive NEXAFS
spectra �Fig. 1, Sec. III A�. It may be concluded that, similar
to single-crystal samples, surface graphitization of nanodia-
mond films occur at much greater extent than within the film
bulk.

We can corroborate these results by looking at recent
studies of the thermal stability of fully hydrogenated submi-
cron and nanodiamond film surface by means of
HR-EELS.42 Complete hydrogen loss was detected on both
kinds of surfaces under flash annealing at 1000 °C, which
results in reconstruction of surface and appearance of CvC
dimer features �emerging as HR-EELS peak at �90 meV
energy loss for submicron films�. In addition, the extent of
graphitization was stronger on the surface of nanodiamond
films, in agreement with theoretical predictions of lower
thermal stability of nanosized diamond crystallites, com-
pared to submicron ones.21 However, in that work, no com-
parison with the film’s bulk is shown in terms of the extent
of graphitization.

C. Discussion of nanodiamond bulk versus surface
thermal stability

Based on the aforementioned analysis of the bulk and
surface thermal stability of nanodiamond films the following
main experimental conclusions may be listed:

�1� NEXAFS analysis reveals that the diamond bulk region
is stable up to at least 1000 °C annealing, while accord-

FIG. 3. �Color online� SIMS profile of hydrogen within nanodiamond film.
Note the decrease in H concentration from by 30% following 1000 °C
annealing.

FIG. 4. �a� NEXAFS spectra recorded in the 280–310 eV photon energy
range in the PEY mode collecting 8 eV electrons of single crystal type IIA,
microcrystalline CVD diamond film and nanodiamond film following ther-
mal annealing. �b� Zoom of C�1s� core level pre-edge excitation region in
the 280–290 eV range. The spectrum of HOPG sample is shown for
comparison.
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ing to Raman spectroscopy no visible graphitization is
observed up to 1200 °C.

�2� SIMS spectroscopy detects loss of �30% of hydrogen
atoms following annealing at 1000 °C, despite a com-
plete loss of the t-PA Raman signature. Importantly this
loss of hydrogen atoms is not followed by film bulk
graphitization.

�3� Surface analysis by means of NEXAFS reveals nearly
full graphitization of the surface area which is confirmed
by previous HR-EELS study.42 Our conductive probe
atomic force microscopy measurements �data not
shown� confirm this finding detecting �40% increase in
average conductivity and conductivity spikes possibly
associated with graphitization of the small grains in the
closest vicinity of on the film’s surface.

The aforementioned experimental findings may be dis-
cussed from the standpoint of the presently accepted nano-
diamond stability model21 together with a few new sugges-
tions.

We start the analysis by considering the lower stability
of the film’s surface region as compared to the film bulk.
This issue may be explained in terms of high energy surface
atoms rearrangement and the lack of volume constraint ef-
fects on the film’s surface. It was previously found that at
927 °C �1200 K� nanocrystalline diamond prepared by a
detonation method transforms into bucky diamond,14 and
raising the annealing temperature to 1227 °C �1500 K�, led
to a cluster with graphitic shells and a diamond core. A high
resolution transmission electron microscopy study has shown
that graphitization starts from the surface of individual ND
crystallites.60 The widely accepted scenario21 of nanodia-
mond thermal reconstruction is that ND graphitization under
annealing proceeds from the surface to the bulk and also that
edges of exfoliated graphitelike sheets merge with the upper
untransformed diamond phase. The presence of surface ter-
minating groups affects the onset temperature of this process:
graphitization cannot begin until the surface groups start to
decompose.21 Recently we have shown that graphitization of
fully hydrogenated diamond films composed of submicron
and nanocrystalline grains starts only following H atom de-
sorption, and similarly proceeds from the surface toward the
crystalline bulk.42 The extent of graphitization is larger in the
case of nanodiamond films, which cannot be restored by sub-
sequent in situ atomic hydrogen adsorption. In addition, ac-
cording to the density difference, diamond→graphite transi-
tion requires �30% volume expansion which may be
hampered in the film’s bulk by tight binding of the crystallite
agglomerates.

Now we turn to the analysis of the bulk graphitization of
CVD nanodiamond films. Two mutually contradictory ex-
perimental results may be seen: the lack of noticeable bulk
graphitization up to 1200 °C anneal �Raman, NEXAFS�,
while visible degradation of t-PA Raman peaks were ob-
served along side with �30% decrease in bulk hydrogen
atom concentration �SIMS�.

It has been commonly accepted since 2001 that diamond
films prepared by CVD methods contain sp2 hybridized hy-
drogenated carbon, which is bonded in a similar way as t-PA

molecule within the grain boundary region.61 Many studies
were done to clarify the origin of this bonding by means of
isotopic substitution �H/D and 12C /

13C� and thermal
annealing.22–24,40 It was previously observed and reported
that upon annealing to elevated temperatures ��1200 °C�

the �1 and �3 peaks associated with CuH bending and
CvC stretching vibrations detected at 1140 and 1480 cm−1

by Raman spectroscopy are completely removed from the
spectrum.22,23 This is explained by thermal decomposition of
t-PA-like bonds at the nanodiamond crystallites grain bound-
aries. Similar to the present case, no additional change in the
spectra shape was detected.22,23 Since Raman spectroscopy is
usually more sensitive to sp2 carbon phases, some enhance-
ment in G peak intensity may be expected following t-PA
bonding decomposition. However, Ferrari and Robertson
noted that the rest of the spectrum is substantially unchanged
following 1200 °C annealing,22 while in the work of Pfeiffer
et al.

62 following 1200 °C annealing the diamond
1332 cm−1 line is even more pronounced, than for as-
deposited films. Present NEXAFS measurements confirm
Raman results revealing at most only minor bulk graphitiza-
tion of the film.

These findings suggest that during thermal decomposi-
tion of the t-PA-like bonds no graphitization occurs within
the film bulk, while 30% of hydrogen atoms were lost after
the annealing procedure. Therefore, the hydrogen/
hydrocarbon atoms produced by thermal decomposition of
t-PA seem to play an important role in dynamic stability of
nanodiamond grains during annealing. Indeed, studying
detonation nanodiamond films by x-ray scattering and dif-
fraction techniques, Aleksenskii et al.

63 found that annealing
the film in a molecular hydrogen atmosphere for different
temperatures increases the relative amount of diamond com-
ponent within the bulk with a maximum at 800 °C, while the
same annealing in Ar atmosphere does not result in this
maximum. This effect was attributed to preferential etching
of sp2 carbon atoms by hydrogen as during the CVD process
itself.63 This may be also true in these present results, with
the hydrogen atoms being produced by decomposition of hy-
drocarbons in the grain boundaries, subsequently etching out
the loosely bonded sp2 carbon matrix.

In addition, partial transfer of carbon from the shell to
the core with the intermediate formation of hydrocarbon can-
not be ruled out. The coalescence of a few grains into single
crystal was observed by Aleksenskii et al.

63 during annealing
in hydrogen, while Lytovich and Banhart64 directly observed
growth of diamond crystallites from graphite phase by elec-
tron irradiation. It is well known that up to �5 nm size
nanodiamond particles are energetically preferred over
nanographite.2,3 Moreover, the presence of hydrogen atoms
and CuH surface bonding increases the thermodynamic
stability range up to �10 nm �i.e., up to relevant size of the
present study�.10 Therefore it is a reasonable suggestion that
following CuH bond breaking �bond energy of �3.5 eV
�Ref. 65�� excited carbon atoms may be incorporated into
more stable diamond cores, especially in the case of nano-
diamond crystallites.

It should be noted finally that the onset for bulk graphi-
tization commonly detected for detonation nanodiamond is
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�800 °C,21 while present results suggest that bulk of the
CVD nanodiamond films resists graphitization up to
1200 °C. The difference between these two kinds of materi-
als, among other things, is the composition of intergrain re-
gions; for example, in Raman spectra of detonation films,
t-PA features are absent. It may be concluded that hydrogen
termination of grain surfaces and the presence of hydrocar-
bon molecules within the film’s grain boundary region intrin-
sically increases the films’ stability against elevated tempera-
tures.

IV. SUMMARY

Relative thermal stability of CVD nanodiamond surface
and bulk regions were studied by NEXAFS and Raman spec-
troscopies. It was found that the surface of the film under-
goes nearly complete graphitization at 1000 °C, while the
bulk region is stable beyond 1200 °C. This is in contrast
with the graphitization onset of �800 °C reported by other
authors for detonation nanodiamond. SIMS analysis showed
that annealing at 1000 °C results in a �30% decrease in the
hydrogen concentration, which correlates well with the dis-
appearance of t-PA associated Raman peaks. Notably, break-
ing of CuH bonds and desorption of H atoms does not
result in substantial graphitization of the film’s bulk region.
The proposed function of hydrogen atoms is a stabilization
of diamond grains together with possible preferential etching
of nondiamond phase during thermal decomposition of t-PA-
like hydrocarbons.
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